njit has been an engaged partner in the life of its host city for well over a century. it's a relationship that continues to evolve with initiatives such as the university's greek village and gateway projects. these njit commitments are complemented by other investments in newark's future. on the right in this photo – taken by graduate student harish damodaran from fenster hall – is the 19th-century saint michael's hospital building at the intersection of dr. martin luther king, jr. boulevard and central avenue.

today a vital health care resource, adjacent saint michael's medical center plans a sweeping $250 million redevelopment that includes restoring its original building for offices and medical-student housing. a new four-story structure to rise nearby will be the heart of the revitalized saint michael's medical campus, containing a larger emergency room, auditorium and other facilities.

to learn more: greekvillage.njit.edu gateway.njit.edu